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Causal Discovery

Learning DAG structure from observational
data

p nodes: random variables; n (iid)
observations

Biological applications often involve p in
1000s and n in 100s (p9 n)

Z Prohibitive computational complexity
Z Unattainable sample complexity
Z Consistent estimation requires stringent

assumptions—more later

May have unmeasured variables/
confounders

Z Discussed briefly at the end
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Causal Discovery

Observational data

Z May not be able to estimate edge directions

Z Can learn partial edge directions in more complex DAGs

DAG estimation is in general NP-hard

Z The space of DAGs is super exponential in the number of nodes — O�2p2

	

Large-scale networks, especially in biology, exhibit unique properties:
Z sparsity: small average in-degree — �2 ‘regulators’ per gene
Z hierarchy: biological networks are structured (pathways, etc)
Z ‘hub’ nodes: transcription factors regulating many other genes
Z others?

Only sparsity is used in existing methods for estimating DAGs
� Can utilize properties of large (random) graphs to efficiently learn DAGs
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The PC Algorithm1

Most popular method for estimating DAGs in high dimensions

Efficient computation for sparse graphs — polynomial time algorithm

Leads to consistent estimates for sparse graphs

Assuming that conditional dependencies reveal the DAG structure, aka
faithfulness, PC-Algorithm searches for a (minimal) separating set for
each pair of nodes:

Z If ¿S � Xj á Xk ¶ XS , then Xj and Xk are not connected

Z If ÀS � Xj á Xk ¶ XS , then Xj and Xk are connected

Z PC-Algorithm uses the idea of conditioning and exploits sparsity to reduce
the number of tests:

� If ¿S � X á Y ¶S, then ¿S̃ � X á Y ¶S̃ s.t. nodes in S̃ are adjacent to X or Y

1Spirtes et al (2001); Kalisch & Bühlmann (2007)
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Limitations of the PC-Algorithm: Complexity

PC-Algorithm’s computational and sample complexity grow with
maximum node degree dmax :

Z Computational complexity: O�pdmax �
Z Sample complexity: n � ω�maxrlogp,dmaxx�

For graphs with highly-connected hub nodes, dmax often grows with p

In such graphs, PC-Algorithm will be inefficient and inaccurate!
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New Method: rPC

PC-Algorithm utilizes the sparsity of high-dimensional networks

Real-world networks exhibit other important properties

Our algorithm, reduced PC (rPC)2 is based on a key property of large
(random) graphs, called the local separation property3:

� there are very few short paths between any pair of nodes

2Sondhi & S. (2019) JMLR
3Anandkumar et al (2012) JMLR
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New Method: rPC

Local separation property suggests there are very few
short paths between any pair of nodes. But how does
this help us learn DAGs?

� Correlation between non-adjacent nodes is primarily due to short paths.
Z So, we can ignore correlation along long paths!
Z Need to characterize correlation between two nodes in terms of paths
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The Trek Decomposition
For (faithful) linear SEMs, we can decompose the covariance between
two variables in terms of edge weights along treks between them

A trek between nodes j and k is any (non-collider) path between them4

X1

X2

X3

X4X5 X6

X7

X8

X9

The covariance between X1 and X2 is equal to the sum of the products of
edge weights along each trek between them.

4Sullivant et al (2010), AOS
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rPC: Short vs. Long Treks

Cov�X1,X2¶X5� � ρ19ρ98ρ87ρ76ρ62

Assuming (‘WLOG’, after scaling) that ¶ρjk ¶ $ 1, long treks contribute
negligibly to conditional covariances between non-adjacent nodes

rPC finds an S that blocks all short treks between j and k
1 With only a few short paths between j and k , rPC searches over small S
2 rPC thresholds the partial correlation ρ�Xj ,Xk ¶S� to remove any covariance

after conditioning out short treks (these are small)
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How Many Short Treks?

A (random) graph satisfies the �η ,γ�-local separation property if there are
asymptotically at most η paths of length & γ between any two nodes

Many known graph families satisfy this property with γ �O�logp� 5

Z Erdős-Rényi graph (random edge formation): η & 2
Z Power law (scale-free) network (which allow for hubs): η & 2
Z Also, polytree graphs, small-world graphs, ...

� Since there are at most η short treks between any two non-neighboring
nodes, we only need to find separating sets of size up to η

Z The computational complexity of rPC is O�pη�2� vs. O�pdmax� for PC
Z Significant improvement for power-law graphs, where dmax � pa for a % 0 6

5Anandkumar et al (2012), JMLR
6Molloy & Reed (1995), Rand. Structure & Alg.
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rPC: Putting It All Together
In rPC, we

test conditional independencies up to sets of small size η (η � 2 for
power-law and ER graphs)

consider two alternative assumptions to bound correlation over all long
treks

only require partial correlations between true edges to be bounded away
from 0 for conditioning sets of size & η — weaker than strong faithfulness
assumption for PC-Algorithm

We can show

Theorem
¿ threshold δ for partial correlations such that rPC is consistent for learning
the DAG skeleton, as n,p�� with n � ω ��logp�1©�1�2ξ�� for ξ " �0,1©2�.

Reminder: For PC, n � ω�maxs logp,dmaxy�
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Simulations: Erdős-Rényi, p � 100,n � 200
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Simulations: Erdős-Rényi, p � 500,n � 200
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Simulations: Power law, p � 100,n � 200
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Simulations: Power law, p � 500,n � 200
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Gene Regulatory Network in Prostate Cancer

Gene expression data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)

PC rPC
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Unmeasured Variables/Confounders

Can also take advantage of local separation to develop a local version of the
FCI algorithm7 to learn DAGs with unmeasured variables

Additional complications due to bi-directed edges

The lFCI algorithm8 learns maximally ancestral graphs (MAGs)

Initialization with moral graph reduces the size of separating sets and
computational complexity

7Spirtes et al (2001)
8Chen, Drton & S. (2020+)
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Unmeasured Variables/Confounders
n � 200, p " r100,500x

Erdős-Rényi Power-Law Small-World
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Summary

Exploiting structural properties of large graphs can result in improved
estimation with lower computational burden

rPC requires less stringent faithfulness assumptions than PC

rPC performs at least as well as the PC-Algorithm in graphs with
homogeneous degrees (e.g. ER)

In graphs with extreme node degrees (e.g. power-law graph), we see
significant improvement by conditioning on smaller sets

Can choose the size of separating sets (η) data-adaptively using BIC

lFCI gives similar improvements with unobserved confounders

Currently extending rPC/lFCI to more general distributions...
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